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CHALLENGE.PLAY. 

Arranged together to form shapes inspired by all things intergalactic, 
BALLDERING ® encourages the desire to explore to new heights 
beyond our world. 
The highly tactile surface on our BALLDERING structures creates curiosity. Available 
in all the colours of the universe.

Balldering Range

8

18

4

For little climbers who need to stay close to the earth’s 
atmosphere, ASTRO is going to provide a challenge 
and reward.  Tactile scrambling, climbing and dynamic 
movement on a shape from outer-space will keep the most 
enthusiastic beginner happy. 

When more space is available and lots of little Martians 
need to be challenged, COSMOS will deliver.  With twice 
the footprint of ASTRO while maintaining the focus of 
the beginners, COSMOS provides double the fun and 
entertainment.

The aptly named SUPERNOVA is a galactic mega-structure.  
Designed	to	fulfil	the	needs	of	beginner	climbers	all	the	
way up to the most ambitious adolescents who need a 
challenge.  Geometrically, this structure is so unique, 
there has been nothing like it before.  Just like its name, 
SUPERNOVA is a unique moment in time.   

ASTRO

COSMOS

SUPERNOVA

CHALLENGE.PLAY. 
*Fallzone in shaded region
  Softfall to AS 4685:1

Age Range  
3+ Years
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Multiple Colour Options

Motor Skill Development

Easy Supervision

Australian Manufactured


